
How to use and apply 
the comma



Meet the comma:
A comma is a type of 
punctuation mark which tells us 
to take a small pause when we 
are reading. 

The pause is not as long as a 
full stop.

It is also a very important 
ingredient to writing.

A comma can also be used to separate items in a 
list. This is what you’re going to look at today!



Commas in lists

Look at this sentence:

The fruit bowl has oranges and bananas and pears and kiwis and apples in it.

What do you think of the 
sentence?

Does it sound right to you?

How would you change it?



Taking out the ‘and’

When writing lists or listing something, commas replace the word ‘and’ to help make 
the sentence smoother and clearer. The comma would replace every and except from 
the last one as we need that to help tie the list together at the end.

So, by taking out the ‘ands’ our sentence sounds and looks like this.

The fruit bowl has oranges and bananas and pears and kiwis and apples in it.

But now reads as:

The fruit bowl has oranges bananas pears kiwis and apples in it.



Adding the commas into the correct places

The comma will go in between every noun that you are listing…

Look at the sentence. Where do you think they’ll go? Find out on the next slide.

The fruit  bowl  has  oranges bananas  pears  kiwis  and  apples  in it.



Answer:

The fruit bowl has oranges, bananas, pears, kiwis and apples in it.

Because we were listing different fruits, we put the commas 
in between the fruits apart from the final one where you 

keep the and instead.



Adding the commas into the correct places

The comma will go in between every noun that you are listing…

Look at the sentence. Where do you think they’ll go? Find out on the next slide.

Mr  Noonan  went  to  the  shop  and  he  bought  a  sandwich  some  crisps  a  drink  
and  an  apple.



Answer:

Mr Noonan went to the shop and he bought a sandwich, some crisps, a drink 
and an apple.

Because we were listing different supermarket foods, we put 
the commas in between the foods apart from the final one 

where you keep the and instead.



Adding the commas into the correct places

The comma will go in between every noun that you are listing…

Look at the sentence. Where do you think they’ll go? Find out on the next slide.

When  they  went  to  the  beach  they  brought  with  them  a  bucket  a  spade  an  
umbrella  some  swim  shorts  and  money  for  an  ice  cream.



Answer:

When they went to the beach they brought with them a bucket, a spade, an 
umbrella, some swim shorts and money for an ice cream.

Because we were listing different beach items, we put the 
commas in between the beach items apart from the final one 

where you keep the and instead.



YOUR TASK

Using all of your ideas for what you would like to have in 
your picnic basket (if you were Mr Grinling), can you now 
write these as a list with commas separating them? 


